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The speed at which money moves between people and businesses in the United States lags well behind international standards. Slow payment speeds lead to inefficiency across the economy, drive demand for high-cost credit products, and have hampered the federal response to 2020’s pandemic-driven economic crisis. To speed up the payment system, the Federal Reserve (“Fed”) has announced its intention to build “FedNow,” a publicly operated, real-time payment platform, which would compete with a privately run platform in the interbank payment market. Critics claim that the Fed’s plan represents a historically unprecedented—and possibly illegal—encroachment on turf that properly belongs to the private sector. Against the Fed’s critics, we argue that the FedNow plan holds the capacity to achieve three objectives at the heart of payment policy in the United States: to catalyze innovation, enhance access to developing payment networks, and shore up financial stability. We also argue for expanded use of alternative Fed tools to achieve payment objectives. We show how the Fed can harmonize its activities as operator, market participant, supervisor, and regulator of the payment system to press system development forward. More broadly, we argue that the Fed’s multiple roles are not troublesome bugs or unfortunate byproducts of political compromise, but rather are valuable features that afford the Fed a range of creative tools to motivate development and adoption of faster payment platforms in the United States.
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Introduction

The speed at which money moves through the complex institutional circuitry known as the payment system matters greatly. Among people who live paycheck to paycheck, even a day’s delay in payment speed can produce dire consequences. A late rental payment triggers fees and risks eviction, and

---

1. We describe the basics of this circuitry infra Part I.
a missed payment for insulin risks even death. Slow payment speeds thus are not merely inconveniences. As lawmakers, regulators, and scholars alike acknowledge—and as the slovenly disbursement of welfare payments to nearly fifty million Americans during the 2020 coronavirus crisis has recently demonstrated—they present a serious policy problem. This Article examines the potential roles that the Federal Reserve (Fed) might play in response.

Fed experimentation with these potential roles is ongoing and controversial. Most prominently, in August 2019, the Fed proposed to do something it has not done in over forty years—build and operate an entirely new payment platform. If built, the platform—called “FedNow”—would be designed to hasten the adoption of new, faster payment methods not only among banks, but also among individuals and corporations. It would function as a public option—a government program that “provides an important service at a reasonable cost” and “coexists . . . with one or more private options.
offering the same service”—offered to all financial institutions that participate in the U.S. banking system. The FedNow idea is still proceeding through the notice-and-comment rulemaking process, but the Fed seems intent on going forward with the project—to the point that Fed Chairman Jerome Powell has reported to Congress that the project is “ahead of schedule.”

Supporters and critics of FedNow largely agree on the goal of promoting the adoption of faster payments in the United States, which lags behind international standards for payment speed. But they disagree vehemently on the wisdom and legitimacy of a public option as a means toward that goal. Not only have FedNow’s critics taken issue with the project’s details; they have attacked it at a fundamental level, arguing that it represents an historically unprecedented—and possibly illegal—encroachment on financial turf that properly belongs to the private sector. Amid presidential efforts to undermine the Fed’s independence and political campaigns to “End the Fed,” these critiques raise the stakes for what has long been considered an entirely technocratic subject: the role of the Fed in the payment system.

This Article draws on law, history, and theory to show that the debate about whether or not the Fed should operate a new payment platform rests on false premises. The salient question is not whether the development of faster payments in the United States should be a private or public project. It is how the Fed should structure its multifaceted authorities as an operator, market participant, and regulator to accomplish the public policy goal of promoting faster payments. By weighing in on this question, our aim is to clarify and deepen the legal and administrative aspects of a debate that has already drawn in legislators, regulators, presidential candidates, and the key op-ed pages.

9. ANNE ALSTOTT & GANESH SITARAMAN, THE PUBLIC OPTION: HOW TO EXPAND FREEDOM, INCREASE OPPORTUNITY, AND PROMOTE EQUALITY 2 (2019). Most prominent public options involve public provision of important services directly to individuals; FedNow would exemplify a public option providing important services to other institutions. For discussion of proposed public options for banking services for individuals, see id. at 169-81; BARADARAN, supra note 2, at 183-226; Morgan Ricks, John Crawford & Lev Menand, Digital Dollars, 88 GEO. WASH. L. REV. (forthcoming 2020); K. Sabeel Rahman, The New Utilities: Private Power, Social Infrastructure, and the Revival of the Public Utility Concept, 39 CARDozo L. REV. 1621, 1657-65 (2018). These banking proposals assume the existence of a payment platform to interconnect public-option accounts; the payment proposals we discuss below are therefore complementary to (or at least compatible with) the banking proposals. For an argument in favor of a public option in the credit-card clearing market, see Adam J. Levitin, Public-Private Competition in Payments: The Role of the Federal Reserve (Georgetown Law & Economics Research Papers, Paper No. 1420061, 2009), https://ssrn.com/abstract=1420061 [https://perma.cc/GE3L-YFZN].


11. See infra Section II.D.

12. See id.


of the financial press, but has fallen outside the purview of academic legal literature.

Descriptively, this Article situates debates over faster payments in their statutory, regulatory, and historical context. Financial instruments and technologies that facilitate payment are fundamental to commerce, but the role of nation-state central banks in providing payment platforms is modern, uneven, and still controversial. Through an examination of its origins and evolution, we provide a detailed account of the Fed’s statutory and prudential role as a promoter and operator of payment platforms. This account reveals that the debate about faster payments is not only about frustratingly jargon-laden issues of payment technology and regulation, but also about statutory interpretation, administrative history, and even political theory about the proper functions of society’s basic financial infrastructure. Since its creation in 1913, the Fed has uneasily straddled the public-private divide. Its evolving role in the payment system provides a window onto the tensions inherent to the Fed’s hybridity.

The Fed’s “essential hybridity” at the intersection of state and market can be seen across its functions, from its banking services to its control over the technologies that facilitate payment are fundamental to commerce, but the role of nation-state central banks in providing payment platforms is modern, uneven, and still controversial. Through an examination of its origins and evolution, we provide a detailed account of the Fed’s statutory and prudential role as a promoter and operator of payment platforms. This account reveals that the debate about faster payments is not only about frustratingly jargon-laden issues of payment technology and regulation, but also about statutory interpretation, administrative history, and even political theory about the proper functions of society’s basic financial infrastructure. Since its creation in 1913, the Fed has uneasily straddled the public-private divide. Its evolving role in the payment system provides a window onto the tensions inherent to the Fed’s hybridity.

The Fed’s “essential hybridity” at the intersection of state and market can be seen across its functions, from its banking services to its control over the

Hollen as saying, “I’ve pushed the Federal Reserve to develop a [new] system . . . , but progress has been too slow”.

15. See U.S. DEP’T OF TREASURY, A FINANCIAL SYSTEM THAT CREATES ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY: NONBANK FINANCIALS, FINTECH, AND INNOVATION 156 (July 2018), https://home.treasury.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/A-Financial-System-that-Creates-Economic-Opportunities---Nonbank-Financials.pdf (“Treasury encourages the Federal Reserve to move quickly in facilitating a faster retail payments system, such as through the development of a real-time settlement service that would allow for more efficient and widespread access to innovative payment capabilities.”).


19. As Annelise Riles has written, “[w]hen central bankers assert that their work is technocratic and not political, they point to . . . mundane activities” such as “the work of designing and maintaining the payment system”—work that central bankers use “to confer legitimacy on central bank practices,” and which “turn[s] out to have important consequences” for the deep structure of markets. ANNELISE RILES, FINANCIAL CITIZENSHIP: EXPERTS, PUBLICS, AND THE POLITICS OF CENTRAL BANKING 32 (2018); see also LAWRENCE BROZ, THE INTERNATIONAL ORIGINS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 10 (1996) (highlighting the role of “pressure to remake the payments system” in the origins of the Fed).
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money supply. Even so, its contingent participation in the payment system as a public-private entity demands additional policy justification. Normatively, the Article examines whether the Fed’s public-option approach holds the capacity to achieve three objectives at the heart of payment policy in the United States. Specifically, we ask whether it has the capacity to catalyze innovation, enhance access to faster payments, or shore up financial stability. Our assessment leads us to conclude that public options have delivered on these objectives in the past; there are theoretical reasons to believe that they are likely to do so in the future. Fed participation in the payment system and public-private competition are not troublesome bugs or unfortunate byproducts of political compromise. Rather, they represent valuable features of the Fed’s hybrid system.

In making this argument, we draw out implications for the Fed’s new efforts to facilitate faster payments. In particular, we argue that far from representing an illegitimate departure from historical precedent and statutory authority, FedNow would fit squarely within the Fed’s longstanding role in the financial-system structure entrenched by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. While the Fed’s status as participant in and supervisor of the payment system produces tensions, they are the defining tensions of public central banking—and have been for centuries.

Beyond engaging with the role of the Fed as purveyor of public options, we build on the idea of public-private hybridity to identify a range of other tools that the Fed may use to foment faster payment development. In particular, we show that the Fed holds a range of policy levers, which we place on a continuum from market-participation to straightforward coercion. To hasten the development of faster payments in the United States, the Fed has the ability to leverage its powers not only as a payment system operator, but also as a user of payment systems, and the principal regulator and supervisor of those systems.

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I provides background on the payment system—an ever-evolving collection of public, private, and hybrid institutions that facilitate different kinds of monetary transactions for different kinds of parties. Part II introduces the debate over faster payments and FedNow. By presenting the legal literature’s first account of its policy rationale, administrative underpinnings, and prominent critiques, we situate the rest of the Article’s analysis of the Fed’s hybrid role in the payment system. In Part III, we examine legal and prudential justifications for the Fed’s role as provider of interbank, public-option payment platforms. This account intertwines the history of the U.S. payments system—including Congress’s establishment of the Fed as both supervisor of that system and participant within it—with contemporary policy justifications. In particular, we argue that the Fed has beneficial roles to play as a promoter of interbank competition, as a

funder of payment innovation spillovers, and as a guarantor of payment-system stability. In Part IV, we elaborate on the hybrid view of the Fed’s role in the payment system by looking beyond provision of interbank platforms. In particular, we evaluate a suite of Fed tools to promote the private development of faster payments in the United States, whatever comes of FedNow in the medium- or long-term. We present this menu along a spectrum ranging from noncoercive market activity to coercive regulatory authority, revealing how the Fed’s hybrid role affords it a plethora of levers to promote payment innovation and competition.

I. Background: A Simple Taxonomy of Payment Platforms

To situate our account of the Fed’s hybrid role and its implications for faster payments, this Part provides background on the institutions that facilitate payment in the United States. While scholars have offered other broad overviews of payment platforms in the United States, our description of these institutions emphasizes the importance of public-private interaction in the construction of the payment system as a whole.

Payments are legal acts that put “money in motion.” In a world where most money is held on the books of financial institutions—think account balances at your preferred bank or brokerage—the most important methods of putting money in motion involve transfers between accounts. Simplifying a bit, these transfers take place in two basic steps. First, payment is initiated between two “end users” of the financial system—say, two businesses in a supply chain, or a tenant and a landlord. The platforms that facilitate this step

---


22. Joseph Sommer, WHERE IS THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PAYMENT LAW, 83 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 751, 753 (2008); see also EDWARD L. RUBIN & ROBERT COOTER, THE PAYMENT SYSTEM: CASES, MATERIALS AND ISSUES 1 (2d ed. 1994) (“Payment instruments are devices for transferring value from one person to another, with value being defined as the power to purchase goods and services in the market.”).

23. Cf. Fairfax Leary, Jr., & Patricia B. Fry, “A Systems” Approach to Payment Modes: Moving Toward a New Payment Code, 16 U.C.C. L.J. 283, 287 (1984) (“Conceptually, all [noncash] payment modes are alike in that the ultimate object is the safe transfer of deposit institution credit from the institution used by a debtor or donor to deposit institution credit in the creditor-donee’s selected institution.”). As Morgan Ricks puts it, account money can be thought of as “uncertificated” money, while coins and bills can be thought of as “certificated” money. MONEY AS INFRASTRUCTURE, 2018 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 757, 760-61. Despite reports of its desuetude, cash is still in heavy use. A representative sample from 2017 used cash in thirty percent of reported consumer transactions. See Claire Green & Joanna Stavins, THE 2017 DIARY OF CONSUMER PAYMENT CHOICE, FEEDS Bk. OF ATLANTA RESEARCH DATA REPORTS, 18-05, at 14 (2018). But the other seventy percent of their transactions involved account money. Id. Nonconsumer transactions are likely to lean even more heavily toward account money. See KENNETH ROGOFF, THE CURSE OF CASH: HOW LARGE-DENOMINATION BILLS AID CRIME AND TAX EVASION 48-49 (2016).
of the payment process are called retail payment systems. Second, the two banks that provide accounts for those end users must settle up between themselves. The payment platforms that operate between and among banks are called interbank—or wholesale—payment systems.

When individuals and small firms pay each other, they usually use a retail method—paper cash, a handwritten check, a credit card, Venmo. With the exception of cash, each of these retail methods enables its users to transfer money between accounts at financial institutions—usually banks, but sometimes nonbank payment-service providers. Users see money come and go from these accounts every time they make or receive retail payments.

This ground-level view raises a fundamental question: How does money sitting in the bank of, say, a tenant, make its way to the account of her landlord?

The answer to this question points to the second, wholesale step of the payment process, and it sheds light on where FedNow aims to enter the scene. Throughout the day, the customers of Banks A, B, and C make many payments between each other. How do Banks A, B, and C figure out how to adjust their accounts to settle up all the activity? In the earliest days of capitalism, banks would have “walk clerks” literally carry paper payment instruments back and forth and hand them to each other in exchange for cash.

25. There is no “definitive division between retail and wholesale payments.” Id. at 3. The division instead is an attempt to locate platforms at the edge or the core of the broader system. Cf. Perry Mehrling, The State as Financial Intermediary, 34 J. Econ. Issues 365, 365-66 (2000); Pistor, supra note 20, at 316 (distinguishing between a systemic “apex” and its periphery). For more discussion of these divisions, see Dan Awrey & Kristin van Zwieten, The Shadow Payment System, 43 J. Corp. L. 775, 781-82 (2018).
27. See Awrey & Van Zwieten, supra note 25, at 800.
28. As Gary Gorton and Ellis Tallman describe the “walk clerk” process, On any day, the Corn Exchange Bank will hold many checks drawn on Butcher’s and Drover’s Bank and vice versa. One way to clear these checks held by Corn Exchange Bank and drawn on Butcher’s and Drover’s Bank is for Corn Exchange Bank to send a clerk, called a “walk clerk,” to take the checks to Butcher’s and Drover’s Bank and receive or pay cash. The walk clerk has to carry money in case he needs to pay. And if he receives cash, then he returns to Corn Exchange Bank with the cash. Meanwhile, Butcher’s and Drover’s Bank sends its own walk clerk to do the same thing.

third party. Some of the platforms that facilitate these transfers are offered by private operators, but the most important of these enable transfers between balances held by financial institutions on the books of the Federal Reserve.29

The Fed operates multiple payment platforms that its thousands of accountholders—mainly banks, government entities, and private financial utilities—use to transmit over three trillion dollars between their Federal Reserve bank accounts on a daily basis.30 These include a check-clearing system; a system for “automated clearing house” (ACH) transfers called FedACH; and the behemoth of them all, an instantaneous wire-transfer system called Fedwire.31 If it is built, FedNow will join these ranks.

The Fed, however, is not the only provider of interbank payment systems in the United States. It directly competes with private operators. For instance, FedACH competes with a private platform called the Electronic Payments Network (EPN), which is operated by a cooperative of banks called The Clearing House.32 In 2018, FedACH cleared almost 15 billion transactions and $25 trillion per year,33 compared to 8 billion transactions and $26 trillion cleared on the private EPN.34 Though The Clearing House’s private ACH platform has different membership and different pricing, it uses substantially the same rules and procedures as the Fed.35 Similar competition exists between public Fedwire and the private Clearing House Interbank Payment System (CHIPS).36 And similar competition will exist between public FedNow and a

29. See Perry Mehrling, The New Lombard Street: How the Fed Became the Dealer of Last Resort 13 (2010) (“When one bank makes a payment to another, the mechanism involves changing entries on the balance sheet of the central bank; there is a debit to the account of the bank paying and a credit to the account of the bank being paid.”).

30. See Bd. of Governors of the Fed. Reserve Sys., 104th Annual Report: 2017, at 92-93 (2018) (noting that “[w]hen one bank makes a payment to another, the mechanism involves changing entries on the balance sheet of the central bank”). This figure underestimates the Fed’s daily volumes because it does not include the Fed’s settlement service for private clearinghouses, the National Settlement Service. See id.

31. See id.


36. See Awrey & Van Zweiten, supra note 25, at 792.
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private system called RTP.\textsuperscript{37} It is this last zone of competition that is stirring significant controversy.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the relative size of these different payment platforms in the United States by charting each according to the volume of transactions they carry annually, and the total value of those transactions in dollars, respectively.\textsuperscript{38} Ownership by private entities is denoted by an open bubble; public by a closed one.

\textsuperscript{37} See infra Section II.C.

\textsuperscript{38} As noted above, the “wholesale” terminology is clumsy and does not cleanly delineate different kinds of payment systems. See discussion supra note 25. Suggesting, for example, that “retail” systems—those on the left in our figures—are solely consumer-oriented and that “wholesale” systems—those on the right in our figures—are solely for banks is a simplification. For instance, when a real estate buyer wires money to close a purchase, the payment is likely intermediated over Fedwire. See, e.g., Brad Dashoff & John Antonacci, Organizing Transaction Closings, in THE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LAWYER’S JOB: A SURVIVAL GUIDE ch. 19 (2009). We nevertheless adopt that terminology because of its ubiquity in the payments literature and because it speaks to important patterns of use.
Figure 1: Public and Private Payment Platforms in the United States, by Transaction Volume

These figures illustrate the two central divides in the payment system—retail versus wholesale, and public versus private. It also illustrates two important phenomena. First, the number of transactions cleared and settled through wholesale platforms is substantially fewer than the number of transactions cleared through retail platforms; the opposite is true when we look at the dollar value of these transactions.41 Second, it illustrates the significance in the wholesale market of public-sector provision.

With this background in place, we are now ready to engage with the debate over FedNow and place it in the broader context of the Fed’s role in the payment system.

II. The Fed’s Proposed Public Option: Context and Critiques

To ground the Article’s engagement with deeper questions of law and theory regarding the Fed’s role in the payment system, this Part describes the rationale for, and the administrative process undergirding, the proposed

40. See supra note 39.
41. We discuss one reason for this dynamic infra text accompanying notes 45-46 (describing deferred net settlement).
FedNow platform. It then describes the range of public opinion regarding FedNow, with particular emphasis on commentators whose criticisms sound in a legal register.

A. The Question of Settlement Speed

Payment with cash is simple and speedy. A book-buyer hands a twenty-dollar bill to a bookseller, and legal title to the twenty dollars transfers in an instant.\(^\text{42}\) Not so with money our book-buyer holds in account with her financial institution. When she goes to pay with a credit card, Venmo, or another retail payment method, the bookseller will only receive good funds after the successful completion of a process through which multiple financial institutions ensure the payment is authorized, identify whose accounts should be adjusted, and coordinate those changes in account balances. This process requires an extraordinary amount of coordination, technology, and law.\(^\text{43}\) As a result, even with advanced computing and telecommunications technology, leading retail systems in the United States typically take between a day or two to settle—and sometimes much longer.\(^\text{44}\)

One aspect of the complete process—and one determinant of payment speed from the perspective of the book-buyer and bookseller—involves interbank settlement. As we mentioned in Part I, the platforms that facilitate interbank settlement are designed to carry a lower volume of transactions than retail systems, but with much higher per-payment value. The predominant mode of settlement on these systems (with the exception of Fedwire) is known

\(^\text{42}\) See, e.g., Chapman v. Cole, 78 Mass. (12 Gray) 141, 143 (1858) (“Even when money is stolen, and it is passed by a thief, it becomes property of him to whom it is passed for a valuable consideration, and without knowledge that it was stolen.”). Jeanne Schroeder refers to this as money’s “super-negotiability.” Jeanne L. Schroeder, Bitcoin and the Uniform Commercial Code, 24 U. MIA. BUS. L.J. 1, 15-16 (2015).

\(^\text{43}\) Fairfax Leary and Patricia Fry, for instance, enumerate eight “essential stages common to all payment modes,” including “authorization from the debtor” to initiate the payment, transmittal of a message from the debtor to the debtor’s bank, processing by the debtor’s bank, transfer of credit between deposit institutions, and the sending of a “completion signal.” Leary, Jr. & Fry, supra note 23, at 288-89.
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as “deferred net settlement.” Imagine three banks, $A$, $B$, and $C$, each of which holds an account of its own at the Federal Reserve. Imagine further that the customers of banks $A$, $B$, and $C$ make payments to each other throughout the business day via a retail platform. At the end of each daily cycle, the three banks “net out” the total dollar amounts flowing to and from their respective accountholders on that retail platform, and then each make or receive a single payment on the books of the Federal Reserve to cover the day’s transactions. Through the act of netting, which offsets outgoing payments with incoming payments occurring during the same settlement cycle, banks greatly reduce the reserves necessary to support a given level of end-user payment activity.

While deferred net settlement is an elegant model, it creates problems for the speed of payment. To see this, let us consider its role in holding back the advance of faster payments in the United States.

In the financial industry, “faster payment” refers to any payment method that enables the end users of the financial system—households, businesses, universities, municipalities, and the like—to send and receive account money in or close to real time. The United States is a laggard when it comes to faster payments. In contrast to nearly a dozen other countries, where a major portion of retail payment activity transpires over faster payment systems, the United States lacks serious volume on its faster payment platforms. Instead, retail activity remains mainly focused on cash, card, check, and ACH. This is because in the United States today, the leading faster payment platforms either operate outside the traditional banking network, and thus are not viable large-scale options at present, or they are in their incipiency.

The present limitations on faster payment systems that operate outside the traditional banking system can be seen through the cases of the two most prominent: Venmo and Square Cash. Venmo—a mobile phone-based payment system operated by PayPal Holdings—enables anyone who has downloaded

---


47. Potential Federal Reserve Actions to Support Interbank Settlement of Faster Payments, Request for Comments, 83 Fed. Reg. 57351, 57352 (Nov. 15, 2018) (noting that “[t]he term ‘faster payments’ is broadly used in the payment industry to indicate simply that increased speed, convenience, and accessibility are essential features for the future of the payment and settlement system,” and emphasizing that “[f]aster payments allow end users to initiate and receive payments at any time of the day, any day of the year, and to complete those payments in near-real time (from the end users’ perspective), such that, within seconds, the recipient has access to final funds that can be used to make other payments”).


49. See discussion supra note 23.
the Venmo app to pay other members of the Venmo network. But these payments do not move between users’ bank accounts. Rather, they move between users’ Venmo accounts. Users who hold funds in their Venmo accounts in reality hold a claim against the assets of PayPal Holdings. The Square Cash mobile system functions similarly. These systems operate with efficiency because they hold the accounts of all users on a single set of books. This has helped them garner popularity, especially for peer-to-peer payments between friends and family. But despite their specialized utility, Venmo, Square Cash, and similar “on-us” payment systems are deficient in two ways when compared to systems that intermediate between the books of multiple financial institutions.

First, Venmo and Square Cash raise serious customer-protection problems because they operate at the perimeter of the federal apparatus for bank regulation. While funds held for network members on the books of Venmo and Square Cash are segregated from corporate funds, they are not nearly as safe as assets deposited in traditional bank accounts. That is because they lack the federal deposit insurance protections accorded to bank depositors in the wake of the Great Depression. In the event of the insolvency of PayPal or Square, accountholders would not have access to the usual $250,000 in Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation coverage available to customers of insolvent banks. Instead, accountholders would have unsecured claims against the bankrupt estate—possibly leading to long waiting periods for access to pennies on the dollar.

50. See I Paid a New User!, VENMO, https://www.help.venmo.com/hc/en-us/articles/217532047-I-paid-a-New-User. [https://perma.cc/S62P-4SDV] (“Any time you pay an email address or phone number that isn’t associated with an active Venmo account, we consider it a payment to a New User. This is usually because your friend hasn’t added that email address or phone number to their Venmo account, or they haven’t created a Venmo account yet. If your friend wants to accept the money, please have them follow the instructions to sign up or add the additional email address to their Venmo account.”) The same is true with payments on PayPal itself between users, but the PayPal UX intentionally blurs the distinction between a user’s PayPal balance and traditional bank-based checking, debit, and credit card accounts.


53. On this, see Awrey & Van Zweiten, supra note 25. For general accounts of the regulatory perimeter, see Eric Biber, Sarah E. Light, J.B. Ruhl & James Salzman, Regulating Business Innovation as Policy Disruption: From the Model T to Airbnb, 70 VAND. L. REV. 1561 (2018).


56. See User Agreements, supra note 54; Awrey & Van Zweiten, supra note 25. Defenders might retort that PayPal and Square do not engage in risky practices and thus are much less susceptible as a practical matter to runs. But this argument is the refuge of all financial institutions—until they turn out to have been risky after all.
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Second, these systems also operate on the economic perimeter of the financial system. To transfer money from a Venmo or Square Cash account to a traditional bank account—in order to pay one’s utility bills, rent, or credit card bills—one must wait between one and three days for Venmo or Square to make the transfer using the traditional electronic payment system, ACH. This cost of transfer effectively places accountholder funds in a walled garden. The funds are easily spendable in transactions with payees who are willing to receive Venmo-account money, but not those who wish to receive traditional, flexible bank-account money. In a world where households and businesses naturally want to engage in diverse transactions—necessitating access to diverse payment systems—it is extremely valuable to hold one’s assets in a single location that interconnects with each of those systems. This is the banking system—the old standby with the Fed’s interbank settlement systems at its core.

While Venmo and Square Cash are presently deficient because they operate outside the traditional banking network, the leading in-network faster payment platform—called Zelle—is in its incipiency. The Zelle network was developed initially by a joint venture of three of the most prominent retail banks in the country—Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and JPMorgan Chase—and began operating in 2016. It now serves over 750 financial institutions, and its network can reach the bank accounts of over 95 million consumers in

57. See User Agreements, supra note 54. One may also transfer a Venmo balance to a debit card in thirty minutes, albeit for a one-percent transfer fee. Venmo User Agreement, supra note 51.

58. See Clayton P. Gillette & Steven D. Walt, Uniformity and Diversity in Payment Systems, 83 CHI.-KENT L. REV 499 (2008) (analyzing the value of diversity among payment systems). It bears noting that cryptocurrency-based payment systems suffer from the same deficiency as Venno and Square on this front. In a dollar-denominated economy, if someone possesses Bitcoin or another cryptocurrency, they must convert their asset to dollars in order to spend their wealth. This requires a costly bridge between the cryptocurrency system and the common payment rails that people who accept dollars use to receive them.

59. While other faster payment systems are in the early phases of development and deployment, they do not currently compare to Zelle in terms of market penetration or ability to push money directly to bank accounts, as opposed to debit card accounts. See, e.g., Mastercard Send, MASTERCARD, https://www.mastercard.us/en-us/issuers/products-and-solutions/customer-needs/consumer-solutions/mastercardsend.html [https://perma.cc/FCE7-AN4R]; Shazam Bolt, SHAZAM, https://bolts.shazam.net/ShazamWebPortal/index.php [https://perma.cc/HZ2S-FHJS]; Visa Direct Enables Fast Payments to Over a Billion Cards Worldwide, VISA, https://usa.visa.com/run-your-business/visa-direct.html [https://perma.cc/U893-YA2D]. Other prominent, technologically advanced systems like Apple Pay and Amazon Pay do not compete on underlying settlement speed. Instead, they employ novel end-user technologies like QR Codes, Near-Field Communications, and sleek web interfaces to alter the user experience associated with existing payment methods. In the words of Howell Jackson, Michael Barr, and Margaret Tahyar, such services are “new technologies running on old rails.” BARR, JACKSON, & TAHYAR, supra note 21, at 796.


the United States.62 Because of this reach, and the prominence of its backers, Zelle is likely to gain significant traction in the banking system.

Yet despite its promise, Zelle’s growth is presently limited by its own policies. Most banks that participate in Zelle impose periodic limits on gross inflows to and outflows from each account. For instance, PNC Bank imposes $1,000 daily and $5,000 monthly limits on its accountholders.63 These limits reflect the variable costs incurred by banks to post Zelle transactions—currently much higher than variable costs for comparable payments like checking or e-bill pay. They also reflect business decisions about whether and how to prioritize different payment services. Finally, they reflect the fact that the banks that intermediate Zelle payments bear more risk to ensure that end users receive funds in near-real-time.

Some of this risk arises due to the role of deferred net settlement to Zelle’s operations. Zelle is the appearance of real-time settlement without its reality.64 The banks themselves are not transmitting funds between each other in real time. In other words, while users of Zelle get to feel like they are sending money as it were an email, “the funds are actually settled behind the scenes afterwards.”65 During the interim, the banks bear the risk of loss if they advance funds before receiving final settlement.66 Because of this risk, they impose their periodic limits on the use of the platform.

Due to these limits, and many other factors as well, Zelle presently facilitates only a small portion of retail payments made in the United States. While Zelle intermediated payments of almost $200 billion in 2019, this represents less than ten percent of the value intermediated by credit cards—despite a much lower per-payment value for card transactions—and less than one percent of the value intermediated by the supposedly dead checking system.67 These figures indicate the low levels of adoption of even the leading

62. See id.
66. See Potential Federal Reserve Actions to Support Interbank Settlement of Faster Payments, Request for Comments, 83 Fed. Reg. 57351, 57358 (Nov. 15, 2018) (“Because the recipient’s bank makes final funds available to the recipient before interbank settlement occurs, DNS arrangements for faster payments inherently generate interbank credit risk for the recipient’s bank. If a sending bank in the arrangement fails to pay a net obligation, receiving banks are at risk of losing the full value of funds that they have already made available to recipients. In addition, this scenario could generate liquidity risks for receiving banks if, subsequent to a sending bank’s failure to pay, settlement amounts are recalculated and banks may receive less or have to pay more than expected.” (footnote omitted)).
faster payment system by payors and payees to date. Given how central
network effects are in payment systems, this failure must be reversed if faster
payments are to succeed.

B. The High Cost of Slow Settlement

Why do policymakers care about faster payments? For some—particularly
those with a financial cushion—slow settlement is an inconvenience. It adds an
element of complexity to the management of cash inflow and outflow, but it
seems perhaps not worth much public policy attention. This view is incorrect
for many reasons. To foreground just one, it reflects the luxurious budgeting of
those far from a financial emergency. In fact, slow settlement contributes to
demand for multiple consumer financial products that raise serious policy
concerns. These financial products—check-cashing services, overdraft
protection, and payday loans—offer “just-in-time” money, but they come at a
high cost. Their high effective interest rates regularly push poor households
into financial distress.

To understand the basic fact pattern through which slow settlement
contributes to the demand for risky short-term consumer credit products, take a
stylized scenario. Imagine a person named Simon, who, like a large percentage
of Americans, has fewer than $400 in liquid assets. Imagine also that he owes
$600 in rent, due next Friday, and expects to receive $300 in wages the same
day. If Simon’s payment comes in cash, and his landlord accepts cash for rent,
then settlement will be immediate. But if he is paid via check or ACH, or must
pay rent via check or ACH, it is unlikely he will be able to pay his rent on time.
When payday is on the last day of the month ahead of a weekend, or during a
three-day holiday weekend, the delays are only worse.

---
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The options, during these delays, are simple: either default or find money elsewhere.\textsuperscript{73} That “elsewhere” very often includes expensive alternatives such as payday lending and check-cashing services. The speed of the payment system in delivering Simon’s $300 payday directly determines whether Simon must access expensive short-term credit.

Available evidence suggests that the slowness of major retail payment platforms does contribute to demand for expensive short-term credit. This can be seen in markets for two types of such credit services: check-cashing and overdraft protection. Check-cashing refers to the service, offered by many banks and nonbank lenders, of providing immediate good funds to a check’s payee in exchange for a fee.\textsuperscript{74} Check-cashing enables payees to access spendable money in advance of when their checks would otherwise settle; payees pay the fee to compensate check-cashing providers for the risk they bear that a check will not be honored by the bank upon which it is drawn. The fees paid for this service can be quite steep;\textsuperscript{75} they are often the target of consumer-protection criticisms\textsuperscript{76} and calls for greater financial literacy so that consumers will know to avoid them.\textsuperscript{77}

One recent study presents striking evidence of the role of payment speed in driving demand for check-cashing. Economists Ryan McDevitt and Aaron Sojourner examined five and a half years of check-cashing transactions conducted by customers of Spring Bank, located in The Bronx, New York.\textsuperscript{78} Over this period, Spring Bank’s accountholders brought 46,669 checks to Spring Bank.\textsuperscript{79} Remarkably, though these customers could deposit their checks for free into their accounts, over twenty percent of these checks were not deposited; they were cashed, and cashed at great expense.\textsuperscript{80}

---

\textsuperscript{73} Some critics of payday lending urge those who are drawn to it to “save up . . . or borrow from friends and family.” LISA SERVON, THE UNBANKING OF AMERICA: HOW THE MIDDLE CLASS SURVIVES 82 (2017) (internal quotation marks omitted).

\textsuperscript{74} See RACHEL SCHNEIDER & BALAFAMA LONGJOHN, CTR. FOR FIN. SERVS. INNOVATION, BEYOND CHECK-CASHING: AN EXAMINATION OF CONSUMER DEMAND AND BUSINESS INNOVATION FOR IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO CHECK FUNDS 5 (2014).

\textsuperscript{75} See Jane Cover, Amy Fuhrman Spring & Rachel Garshick Kleit, Minorities on the Margins? The Spatial Organization of Fringe Banking Services, 33 J. URBAN AFF. 317, 319 (2011) (reporting fees that claim between one and fifteen percent of check values).

\textsuperscript{76} See, e.g., JEAN ANN FOX & PATRICK WOODALL, CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA, CASHED OUT: CONSUMERS PAY STEEP PREMIUM TO “BANK” AT CHECK CASHING OUTLETS (2006), https://www.consumerfed.org/pdfs/CFA_2006_Check_Cashing_Study111506.pdf [https://perma.cc/5HZR-M73G].


\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 20.

\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 21.
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It is worth emphasizing that the subjects of the McDevitt and Sojourner study were part of the mainstream financial system, but they still chose to pay dearly to cash their checks. Why would this be? The answer is to avoid the delay of the check-clearing system. Exploiting data on expected check-clearing times, McDevitt and Sojourner estimate that every day of wait time drove an approximately sixty-five percent increase in demand for check-cashing services.81 Given that the average Spring Bank check-cashing customer was willing to pay a 274% effective annual percentage rate, the costs imposed on Spring Bank customers by the slowness of the check-clearing system are quite significant.82 But, of course, the costs of missed bills or of fees charged by banks for account overdrafts are worse still and thus rationally avoided.83

And though the consumers cashing checks in McDevitt & Sojourner’s sample may have paid to avoid overdrafts, a growing body of evidence suggests that overdraft usage sometimes also stems from the slow settlement of existing payment systems. In particular, the gap between a payment’s initiation and its settlement can open the door to confusion about account balances that can trigger overdraft charges—including those unfairly structured to penalize consumers with low balances.

Take a transaction known as an “authorization positive, settlement negative” overdraft.84 This type of overdraft occurs when a payor authorizes a payment from an account that, at the time of authorization, had enough funds to cover the payment, but at the time of settlement does not. In some cases, the reduced balance is the result of a settlement lag on previous payments that had posted but were not yet reflected on the bank’s books. When that happens, the bank charges an overdraft fee. In a world without the initiation-settlement gap, these kinds of errors would never occur.

Banks have also used byzantine payment-posting rules to exploit the confusion created by the gap.85 For instance, several recent class-action lawsuits have targeted the practice of ordering a day’s debit-card payments from greatest to smallest so that overdraft fees are maximized in the event of a day’s mistake.86 Though this practice is on the wane, it illustrates how the complexity of today’s payment processes opens unnecessary traps for the

81. Id. at 22.
82. See Ryan C. McDevitt & Aaron Sojourner, Policy Brief on Demand, Regulation, and Welfare on the Margin of Alternative Financial Services 2, https://sites.google.com/site/aaronsojourner/home/files/McDevitt%20Sojourner%202016%20Policy%20brief.pdf?attredirects=0&d=1 [https://perma.cc/T5MX-HCR4]. If one assumes that many customers subsequently purchased money orders to make bill payments, then the true cost only rises higher. See McDevitt & Sojourner, supra note 78, at 19 (suggesting this possibility).
83. See SERVON, supra note 73, at 19.
86. See id.
unwary. Such traps sometimes lead people to sensibly eschew the mainstream banking system altogether.\(^\text{87}\)

The examples of check-cashing and overdraft demand illustrate the difficulties that slow settlement causes the poor. But slow settlement causes trouble for every participant in the economy. Managing inflow and outflow of funds; holding money in transaction accounts, rather than placing it in productive investment accounts—these types of (rational) actions are drains on the efficiency of households and businesses no matter their fundamental financial condition. For this reason, both the private sector and the public sector have sought, for years, to bring faster payment platforms into existence and widespread use.\(^\text{88}\) It is into this environment that FedNow, and the controversy surrounding it, arrives.

C. Faster Payments and Interbank Settlement

FedNow represents the Federal Reserve’s principal policy response to the problem of slow settlement. This Section presents an account of how the Fed has worked, and plans to work, “at the boundary” of prototypical administrative practice to bring it into existence.\(^\text{89}\)

FedNow has its roots in an effort to facilitate coordination among private-sector financial institutions toward the goal of developing innovative faster payment platforms.\(^\text{90}\) The effort began in earnest in 2013, and it was motivated by the stark contrast between faster payment infrastructure gaining significant market share around the world and its near nonexistence in the United States.\(^\text{91}\) Principally, it aimed at shifting expectations among market participants and creating focal points to hasten their agreement on viable designs.\(^\text{92}\) By 2015, the Fed had developed a broad and active collection of over three hundred institutions—banks, technology services providers, social-sector organizations,
and more—into a body called the Faster Payments Task Force. The dialogues hosted by the Task Force discussed varying private-sector ventures designed to support faster payments and also increasingly discussed specific changes and service offerings through which the Federal Reserve Banks might support the development of faster payments in the United States.

In the midst of this ferment, the private sector delivered. In 2017, a consortium of large banks inaugurated a new interbank platform called RTP (an acronym for real-time payments), which enables interbank settlement of small-dollar transfers between its member financial institutions.

RTP’s method of settlement is its key distinguishing feature. Recall from Section II.A that deferred net settlement poses a challenge to the growth of Zelle and other retail faster payment platforms. Though deferred net settlement is the predominant method by which retail payment providers handle their interbank payment obligations, it is not a technological necessity. There exists an alternative settlement model—real-time gross settlement. RTP operates a platform using this method. As the name suggests, it enables banks to settle their debts to each other in lockstep with the posting of transactions to their accountholders. That is, when a payee’s bank credits the payee’s account, it simultaneously receives its own payment from the payor’s bank. This eliminates the risk to the payee’s bank that the payor’s bank is not good for it.

Real-time gross-settlement platforms have been around for half a century. Indeed, the Federal Reserve was the innovator, with the development of the first electronic real-time settlement system in the 1970s, called Fedwire. But Fedwire is designed to support high-value payments with high levels of security. It is not a cost-effective option for the settlement of payments made through a retail system like Zelle or its potential competitors. RTP aims to become exactly that.

The RTP platform is a private-sector utility. It is owned and operated by The Clearing House—the same organization that owns and operates EPN (the private-sector ACH platform) and CHIPS (a private, large-value wire transfer platform). Upon gaining access to RTP, participating banks are able to send...
small-value, real-time payments to other banks, with instructions that enable real-time posting to accountholders at those banks. This means that banks offering Zelle (or other retail or business-to-business faster payment services) to their accountholders will be able to make real-time interbank settlements over RTP. At present, however, the system is in the early stages of development. While over fifty percent of bank accounts in the United States are held at banks that nominally participate in RTP, public reports suggest that nearly all transactions on the system in 2018 were test and demo transactions, and that “[a]doption through most of 2019 was rather tepid.” In other words, the network is still very much in its design phase.

Just as the RTP effort got rolling, the Fed moved more forcefully into the fray. In August 2019, the Fed announced that, for the first time in over forty years, it planned to design and operate FedNow, a new payment platform in the United States. Assuming it becomes operational—a milestone tentatively scheduled for 2024—FedNow will function very similarly to RTP. It will facilitate real-time interbank transfers for low-dollar-value transactions—a Fedwire-style real-time gross settlement platform for the retail market.

In doing so, the Fed explicitly set out to achieve goals associated with public options. Ganesh Sitaraman and Anne Alstott have recently identified five such goals: “promoting opportunity, assisting business, improving market competition, advancing racial and geographic equity, and supporting democracy.” While FedNow does not aim to achieve all five in the way that say, a public library or a public healthcare option might, it nevertheless aims at three. First, in rolling out FedNow, the Fed emphasized its utility to businesses.

Because managing cash inflows and outflows represents an essential (and costly) aspect of financial operations, a turn toward easier-to-manage instantaneous payments holds the potential of reducing overhead across the productive economy. Second, the Fed pointed to FedNow’s potential contribution towards competition in the retail payments market. Because RTP is owned by a consortium of large retail banks, the Fed argued, it may fail to interoperate with competitive providers. FedNow might, the thinking went, facilitate broader participation by new market entrants. Finally, FedNow was
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justified on grounds of hastening the cost-effective availability of retail faster payments to customers of financial institutions regardless of geography.\textsuperscript{109} Taken together, these motivations led the Fed to decide to compete with The Clearing House’s RTP offering.

\textit{D. A Public Option Under Scrutiny}

FedNow was met with praise from many constituencies—particularly community banks, retailers, and consumer advocacy organizations.\textsuperscript{110} But it also encountered opposition from many foes. Some criticized relatively technical details of the FedNow plan—its timeline for rollout, the data formats the system will use, whether it will be interoperable with RTP, and similar questions. But others aimed at the heart of the enterprise.

Legally, antagonists ranging from a consortium of banks to the \textit{Wall Street Journal} editorial page have argued that the plan potentially violates a landmark 1980 law, the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act,\textsuperscript{111} the payment-related provisions of which then-Fed Chair Paul Volcker stated would “undoubtedly take their place as the most important pieces of financial legislation enacted in this century.”\textsuperscript{112} This law established rules regarding the Fed’s payment offerings that some have asserted prohibit competition in payment markets that are already being served by the private sector. In particular, its provisions govern the ways that the Fed prices the payment services offered by the Reserve Banks.

The main change to the payment system wrought by the MCA was the requirement that payment services previously available without cost to Federal

\begin{itemize}
  \item[109.] See \textit{id.} (“Accessibility means serving more than 10,000 banks of varying sizes and missions that are in communities all around the country.”).
  \item[112.] \textit{To Modernize the Federal Reserve System: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Domestic Monetary Policy of the H. Comm. on Banking, Fin. & Urban Affairs} (May 15, 1980) (statement of Paul A. Volcker, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).
\end{itemize}
Reserve member banks had to be provided for fees “over the long run” that were “established on the basis of all direct and indirect costs actually incurred in providing Federal Reserve services.”\textsuperscript{113} These services include, among others, “check clearing and collection services, wire transfer services, automated clearinghouse services, settlement services, securities safekeeping services, Federal Reserve float, and any new services which the Federal Reserve System offers, including but not limited to payment services to effectuate the electronic transfer of funds.”\textsuperscript{114}

The most categorical argument put forth by FedNow’s opponents is that the MCA outright prohibits the Fed from providing a service that would compete directly with an already-existing private service.\textsuperscript{115} As former Congressman Ron Paul has put it, in trenching on the private sector’s established turf, the Fed would be “decid[ing] to disobey the will of its creator—Congress.”\textsuperscript{116} The argument that Congress has forbidden the Fed from competing against private-sector payments systems has also been raised explicitly by the Competitive Enterprise Institute and the American Action Forum.\textsuperscript{117}

A subtler—but perhaps more consequential—argument is that the MCA and longstanding interpretations of the MCA impose substantial constraints on the operational characteristics of new Fed payment services. These are constraints that, critics suggest, might be tight enough to effectively render the FedNow plan in its currently-debated form inconsistent with longstanding Fed policy.\textsuperscript{118} This criticism has been aired by moderate voices, such as George Selgin of the Mercatus Center and Steven Kenneally of the American Bankers Association, who ground their allegations of illegality in arguments from the Fed’s own post-MCA payment-system criteria.\textsuperscript{119}
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Judging by recent activity on Capitol Hill, the fusillade of public advocacy is having its desired effect. As congressional testimony from Chairman Powell revealed in 2019, FedNow’s legality under the MCA was a key point of deliberation in the run-up to its announcement. As a matter of prudence, the Fed is right to be concerned. Two courts have suggested that the MCA creates a private right of action for depository institutions and private payment-system operators who are aggrieved by Fed-payment-system developments. And the Fed, as always, is sensitive to perceptions of engaging in political conduct, inviting scrutiny of its independence.

Beyond interpretations of the MCA and subsequent Fed administrative precedent, some critics have also argued that strong limits on new Fed competition in the payments market should be made explicit via legislation. This position is summed up by the slogan, “[t]he government should be the umpire, not the opposing team.” Motivated by this view, some Senators have indeed raised the possibility of explicitly prohibiting the construction of FedNow.

These critiques sound against the idea of a public option—even one that operates interbank, rather than in direct connection with end-users—and they also sound against the hybrid reality of the Fed as an agency that spans the public-private divide. The next Part addresses them.
III. The Fed’s Public Options: Law, History, and Theory

In taking aim at FedNow, its critics target a longstanding aspect of the Fed’s hybrid structure. This structure may have arisen through contingencies of politics, personality, and history, but it has not evolved into a mistake. To the contrary, the Fed’s hybrid role in the payment system serves a range of policy functions, each of which would be served by a well-designed version of FedNow. In this Section, we argue that service of these policy functions justifies the Fed’s continuing involvement in the payment system, as a provider of public options.

In advancing these justifications, we elaborate a set of contextual reasons to support public options that builds on, and differs from, the theory recently put forth by Ganesh Sitaraman and Anne Alstott.125 In their work, Sitaraman and Alstott articulate five rationales for public options: “promoting opportunity, assisting businesses, improving market competition, advancing racial and geographic equity, and supporting democracy.”126 We show that, in the case of payments, public options are justified even on narrower grounds. Specifically, we identify promoting innovation, promoting access, and providing resilient interbank platforms as contextual justifications for public payment options. Taken together, these goods redound to advance equity, assist businesses, and promote opportunity at one level of remove.

A. The Origins of the Public-Private Hybrid

History reveals that the Federal Reserve System was created in part to remedy perceived flaws in payment resolution. Further, the Fed’s framers serendipitously succeeded: Over the decades of the twentieth century, the United States rose to become a leader in payment system design.127 Through the 1970s, the United States boasted one of the most technologically sophisticated payments systems in the world, developed largely as a collaboration between the Federal Reserve and the private sector. Simultaneously, Congress consistently emphasized payment-system development as a central mission of the Federal Reserve, and consistently allocated responsibility to the Fed in tandem with the private sector. The Fed has always been both participant in and supervisor of the system. Advocating
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125. See Sitaraman & Alstott, supra note 9, at 24-43.
126. Id. at 66.
127. See, e.g., Morten L. Bech & Bart Hobijn, Technology Diffusion within Central Banking: The Case of Real-Time Gross Settlement, 3 INT’L J. CENTRAL BANKING 147, 151 (2007) (describing how the United States—and especially the Federal Reserve’s Fedwire system—provided global templates for interbank payment system design). As tempting as it is to credit the vision of these legislative designers, the reality is that the Fed and United States triumphed in this regard due in no small part to the obliteration of the European powers during the First and Second World Wars (hence the serendipity).
for the Fed to continue on this dual path, as we do below, is thus consistent with historical precedent.

The passage of the Federal Reserve Act has been much studied and discussed, often focusing on how its leading proponents created a system that would honor the anti-central-bank legacy of Jacksonian politics while also rendering a creaky banking system more coherent. The Federal Reserve Act, however, is much more than this. For purposes of studying the payment system, two realities are important: First, the legislative framers were focused intently on the failures of payment clearing in the years prior to the Fed’s formation. Second, the Fed is a compromise between public and private interests, such that it was designed, from the beginning, to be both participant in and supervisor of the payment system.

Before the Fed existed, payments in the United States were a complicated affair. Banks were largely restricted to in-state business because of state and federal prohibitions on interstate banking. Banks were also often restricted to a single office in a state. Of the 25,000 banks that existed in 1913, only roughly 397 had branches. A banking system built on these decentralized foundations meant that the networks that facilitated the clearing and settlement of checks—by far the leading payment method at the time—were a mess. With 25,000 independently chartered banks, the sheer number of endpoints to the checking network made things bad enough. But the difficulties of transmitting check payments were made worse by the fact that nearly 10,000 of


129. For the impact of Jacksonian skepticism of central banks on the founding of the Federal Reserve, see LOWENSTEIN, supra note 128, at 98, 140; and Peter Conti-Brown, Central Banking and Institutional Change in the United States: Punctuated Equilibrium in the Development of Money, Finance, and Banking, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON CENTRAL BANKING (Peter Conti-Brown & Rosa Lastra eds., 2018).
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133. See, e.g., WALTER E. SPAHR, THE CLEARING AND COLLECTION OF CHECKS 105-06 (1926).

these banks also imposed extra “exchange charges” on checks presented from some of their peers.135

In response to this morass, Congress aimed at facilitating national—and even international—payment coordination through the Federal Reserve System. Providing an “elastic currency,” as Congress wrote in the Federal Reserve Act’s chapeau paragraph, was meant to ensure the availability of credit in part, but also the technical capabilities of delivering that credit. Indeed, by the 1920s, the Fed had become a dominant player in the clearing of checks, clearing fifty percent of checks in the United States, despite only twenty-nine percent of banks being members in the Federal Reserve System.136 Its banks became hubs of payment activity.

Further, Congress vested the Federal Reserve Banks with the authority to address the “exchange charges”—essentially fees for check-clearing for out-of-state banks—that placed hindrances on the flow of payments.137 Early in its life, the Fed overplayed its hand by using that authority to refuse to honor exchange charges imposed by state law. The banks sued, and the Fed lost at the Supreme Court.138 But while it wasn’t until 1980 that the Fed saw this power fully restored,139 the fact of the Fed’s dual participant-supervisor role in the payment system is what gave rise to the controversy in the first place. That duality has been with the Fed since its founding.

Nor is this duality an aberration limited to the Fed’s founding period. Throughout its existence, the Federal Reserve has embodied a balance between the exceptionally public Federal Reserve Board—with its monetary policy responsibilities—and the quasi-private Federal Reserve Banks—anchored in the private sector, implementing the System’s policy through market operations subject to supervision by the Board.140 The balance of power has, of course, ebbed and flowed. For instance, after the 1932 election ushered in the FDR Administration, the New Deal, and the Hundred Days, the Fed’s powers were reorganized in 1933,141 followed by its restructuring in 1935 to promote the status of the public Board of Governors and demote the status of the Federal

135. See Howard H. Preston, The Federal Reserve Banks’ System of Par Collections, 28 J. POL. ECON. 565, 571 (1920) (stating that 19,021 banks out of approximately 29,000 commercial banks in the country paid checks at par by 1918).
139. See discussion infra Section III.B.
140. For more on the role of the Reserve Banks, see SARAH BINDER & MARK SPINDEL, THE MYTH OF INDEPENDENCE: HOW CONGRESS GOVERNS THE FEDERAL RESERVE 61-80 (2016).
Even so, Congress made a strategic choice not to end the public-private partnership at the core of the Federal Reserve System. That remained, albeit in altered form. The Reserve Banks continued to work through the markets as a both regulators and participants.

B. Public-Private Entrenchment Through the MCA

Throughout the years running from the New Deal to the deregulatory efforts of the 1970s and 1980s, the Fed’s powers altered in myriad ways, but the fundamental payments hybridity remained. This carried forth even into the era of deregulation and privatization begun the late 1970s. The piece of legislation reframing the Fed’s role in the payment system in light of these secular currents concerning economic regulation, the MCA, arrived in 1980. Its provisions govern the ways that the Fed may—and must—price the payment services the Reserve Banks provide to the private sector, and the ways it must supervise the payment system.

Despite the deregulatory environment in which it was passed, the MCA reinforced the public-private hybrid model animating the Fed’s payment system involvement rather than dismantling it. The main change to the payment system wrought by the MCA was the requirement that payment services previously available without cost to Federal Reserve member banks had to be provided for fees “over the long run” that were “established on the basis of all direct and indirect costs actually incurred in providing Federal Reserve services.” These services include, among others, “check clearing and collection services, wire transfer services, automated clearinghouse services, settlement services, securities safekeeping services, Federal Reserve float, and any new services which the Federal Reserve System offers, including but not limited to payment services to effectuate the electronic transfer of funds.”

The Act also includes the authority to expand the Fed’s oversight of financial institutions’ reporting requirements, reserve requirements, and a variety of other rulemaking authority.

Payments, then, are not only at the core of the MCA—they also constitute the lion’s share of covered services under the MCA. The preservation of the...
public-private partnership in payments is the motivating ethos of the statute. This is not an accident. The reason Congress acted was that the patchwork of payment services offered by the Fed was only available to member banks, and sometimes for free, which put other kinds of institutions at a competitive disadvantage and strained the financial viability of these services.\textsuperscript{149} The MCA left the Fed in its role as an active participant in the payment system, but set forth a goal of creating an equal playing field for member and nonmember depository institutions.

The decades since the MCA have not been without congressional and regulatory development on payments. But at no point since the MCA has Congress relaxed the public-private partnership at the payment system’s core.

As mentioned in Section II.B above, FedNow’s critics have cast some of their arguments in terms of the MCA’s cost-recovery requirements, and in terms of the Fed’s own articulation of those standards in administrative policy. Despite the seriousness of these critic’s arguments, they have been raised in a relative vacuum. To date, no courts have applied the substantive provisions of the MCA’s constraints on Fed payment system operations, and legal scholars have given the provisions scant treatment.\textsuperscript{150} One task of our analysis, then, is to provide an explanation of the MCA’s role in structuring the relationship between the Fed and the private sector.

At the outset, before turning to our affirmative justifications for the Fed’s hybrid role, we must dispatch with the categorical argument that the MCA forbids the Fed from providing a service that would compete directly with an already-existing private service.\textsuperscript{151} This argument fails as a matter of law and rests on a misreading of the text and purpose of the MCA. The MCA requires the Fed to charge principle-based prices for its payment services, including “any new services which the Federal Reserve System offers, including but not limited to payment services to effectuate the electronic transfer of funds.”\textsuperscript{152} The analysis proceeds in three steps. First, the MCA delineates a set of services that must be covered by explicit prices.\textsuperscript{153} Second, the MCA tasks the Fed with

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{150} While Jet Courier Services, Inc. v. Federal Reserve Bank, 713 F.2d 1221, 1222-27 (6th Cir. 1983), and Bank Stationers Ass’n v. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 704 F.2d 1233, 1234-37 (11th Cir. 1983), do discuss the MCA’s cost-recovery provision, each discussion informs a threshold analysis of whether plaintiffs possess prudential standing under the MCA. Regarding scholarly attention, notable exceptions, whose brief but valuable discussions our analysis builds on, include: Robert D. Cooter & Edward L. Rubin, Orders and Incentives as Regulatory Methods: The Expedited Funds Availability Act of 1987, 35 UCLA L. REV. 1115 (1987); Fred H. Miller, Robert G. Ballen & Hal S. Scott, Commercial Paper, Bank Deposits and Collections, and Commercial Electronic Fund Transfers, 39 BUS. LAW. 1333 (1984); and David G. Oedel, Private Interbank Discipline, 16 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 327 (1993) (implying that private payment-system operators and financial institutions fall within the zone of interests established by the MCA).
  \item \textsuperscript{151} See supra text accompanying notes 115-117.
  \item \textsuperscript{153} See id. § 248(a)(b).
\end{itemize}
developing a set of prices for each service that is based on a set enumerated principles.\textsuperscript{154} Finally, the statute sets forth a notice-and-comment procedure for the promulgation of the prices developed according to these principles.\textsuperscript{155} Taken together, the three components of MCA’s payment provision govern the manner in which new services are offered to depository institutions. Importantly, these principles not only say nothing about barring the Fed from offering new services: they specifically envision that the Fed \textit{will} make new services.\textsuperscript{156} The categorical argument thus has no place in statutory text.

Nor, contra FedNow’s critics, does it have a place in the Fed’s own administrative policy developed to interpret and apply the MCA’s provisions. If this were the case, FedNow might be susceptible to Administrative Procedure Act (APA) challenge.\textsuperscript{157} But these arguments from longstanding policy also are not compelling. The Fed’s criteria are (i) the ability to recover the platform’s costs “over the long run,” (ii) the expectation that the platform will provide a “clear public benefit,” and (iii) that the service is “one that other providers alone cannot be expected to provide with reasonable effectiveness, scope, and equity.”\textsuperscript{158} We assume for the purposes of argument that the Fed is capable of pricing to achieve cost-recovery reasonably well, as it has done for Fedwire and ACH for decades.\textsuperscript{159} The latter two criteria, we address in the subsequent sections. Throughout the subsequent sections, we explain why a world with FedNow would likely contain greater payment-system innovation, access, and stability than would be expected in an RTP-only world. These are clear public benefits, and they would result in the achievement of greater effectiveness, scope, and equity for faster payments than would likely be obtained in an RTP-only environment.

\textbf{C. The Fed as Promoter of Innovation}

The first reason that Federal Reserve public options are capable of delivering public benefits above and beyond a sole private provider alone has

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{154} See id. § 248a(e).
\item \textsuperscript{155} See id. § 248a(a).
\item \textsuperscript{156} As discussed supra Section II.A, the ambit of the statutory authority enabling entry is quite broad. See id. §§ 248-1, 248a, 342, 464.
\item \textsuperscript{157} See, e.g., Am. Wild Horse Pres. Campaign v. Perdue, 873 F.3d 914, 923 (D.C. Cir. 2017) ("A central principle of administrative law is that, when an agency decides to depart from decades-long past practices and official policies, the agency must at a minimum acknowledge the change and offer a reasoned explanation for it."); Greater Bos. Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841, 852 (D.C. Cir. 1970) ("[A]n agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis indicating that prior policies and standards are being deliberately changed, not casually ignored.").
\end{itemize}
to do with innovation. As Fed Governor Lael Brainard stated when announcing the FedNow notice, “The FedNow Service will provide a neutral foundation for innovation . . . in end-user faster payment services. . . . [T]he addition of the FedNow Service could provide a springboard for broader private-sector participation in the development of innovative end-user services.”160 This emphasis on innovation does not represent a departure from prior Fed roles in the payment system; to the contrary, it represents an extension of a longstanding and beneficial role into the digital age.

The Fed has long offered tactical, in-kind subsidies to support the development of payment innovations. In doing so, the Fed helps solve the free-rider problem associated with innovation—that it creates positive knowledge spillovers that are not internalized by the innovator, thus leading profit-seeking actors to underinvest in research and development.161 This situation is especially acute in the context of the payment system because intellectual property protections are essentially absent from the core network technologies around which new payment systems are likely to coalesce.162 As a result, investment in research and development by the Fed—a public actor operating on a range of administrative, not profit-oriented motives—can fill the gap produced by a dearth of private-market innovation incentives.

At the same time, the Fed has also acted as a standards coordinator for the network of payment-facilitating financial institutions. In the payments context, standards-coordination encompasses situations where “a central authority coordinates the operational and technical standards of payments intermediaries to ensure their mutual compatibility.”163 Because the successful diffusion of payment innovations typically requires mutual adoption among payors and payees across the financial network, coordination in deciding which among multiple competing options is valuable in stewarding the network to a new standard choice.164


161. As a recent review of conventional economic theory explains that “knowledge spillovers are the central market failure on which economists have focused when justifying government intervention in innovation. If one firm creates something truly innovative, this knowledge may spill over to other firms that either copy or learn from the original research—without having to pay the full research and development costs.” Nicholas Bloom, John Van Reenen & Heidi Williams, A Toolkit of Policies to Promote Innovation, 33 J. ECON. PERSPECTIVES 163, 166 (2019). Market failures from knowledge spillover arises from the transit of information through commercial society. “Ideas are promiscuous; even with a well-designed intellectual property system, the benefits of new ideas are difficult to monetize in full.” Id.

162. Computer-based systems designed to facilitate payments are ineligible for patents under U.S. Supreme Court doctrine. See Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. 208 (2014).


164. John James and David Weiman state: Like all major innovations, the early adoption of network technologies is limited by relatively high costs and low uncertain returns. The latter, however, are magnified by the availability of multiple, incompatible formats. Consequently, the user base may be too small and narrow—that is, below a critical mass—to generate demand externalities that would enhance its value to potential adopters and so spur more rapid diffusion. While the resulting delays in diffusion
In multiple instances, the Fed has both provided in-kind subsidies to innovation and served as standards coordinator to adopt promising innovations. This one-two punch demonstrates the value of public-private hybridity.

First, consider the role played by the Fed in the development of magnetic-ink character recognition technology for checks. In 1954, at the encouragement of the Fed, the American Bankers Association (ABA) created a committee of bankers “charged with creating a nationwide check processing system to sort checks electronically.”165 To support its work, the committee visited the leading technology companies of the day, including IBM, Pitney-Bowes, National Cash Register, and Stanford Research International, to survey possibilities for a standardized system of machine-reading.166 After two years of information-gathering sojourns and deliberations, the committee chose Stanford Research International’s Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) system for encoding routing numbers, account numbers, and dollar amounts into a machine-readable language printed on the face of standards checks.167 Nontrivial technical hurdles stood in the way of bringing this standard into widespread use. The committee needed technology that would permit machine reading through “over-stamping, pencil and ink markings, oils, greases, carbon smudges and Scotch and opaque tape as well as most other foreign substances.”168 Magnetic ink carried the day despite, in one commentator’s view, the “many mundane yet formidable obstacles to establishment of a standard that would advance the overall payments system.”169

To press for development and diffusion of MICR, the Fed did more than just consult on this committee’s findings, although it was an active participant in those discussions.170 It also subsidized the development of check-reading equipment through experimental collaboration with five Federal Reserve Banks—New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and San Francisco.171 It did so by paying above-market lease rates for the machines, devoting staff time to collaboration on improving them, and by running a subset of daily check volumes through the machines to test them.172 Further, by the mid-1960s, the Federal Reserve Banks were giving clearing-speed guarantees on checks
encoded with MICR while refraining from guaranteeing delivery times for manually-sorted checks—an effective prod to promote widespread adoption.173

The result of the public-private MICR-development effort was a stunning success. By 1967, it was in near-universal use across the U.S. banking industry.174 As the scholar of information systems James McKenney put it, “[r]arely has a standard been adopted so quickly.”175 He chalked the success up to an “industry tradition of cooperation.”176 We would add that subsidies from the Fed helped support the innovation process. Remarkably (if ironically, as it exposes the failures of innovation in the interim), the system remains in use today, over sixty years after its test runs in the back offices of the Federal Reserve Banks.

A few years later in 1968, the Fed began participating, alongside private industry, in the development and promotion of a second landmark payment innovation, the ACH payment platform introduced in Part I.177 The design of ACH was not meant to replace retail payments via checks and credit cards.178 Instead, ACH was “designed for small, repetitious payments such as payrolls, mortgage installments, insurance premiums, and utility bills.”179 ACH, too, was supported by Fed subsidy, with the Fed playing a “catalytic role” in developing the system and driving its widespread adoption.180

The subsidy came in two forms. First, the Fed took on the task of operating many local ACHs and invested in the infrastructure to do so without charging prices aimed at recoupment. In 1972, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco sponsored and began operating the first ACH system. Over the next few years, it began operating similar clearinghouses across the country, aiming to support the development of a national network in collaboration with the private sector.181 Second, the Fed also worked with multiple federal agencies that had large payrolls, including the Social Security Administration and the Defense Department, to “automate their widely disbursed but recurrent payments.”182 In doing so, “the Fed developed low-cost microelectronic

173. See McKenney, supra note 165, at 70.
174. See id. at 71.
175. Id.
176. Id.
180. James & Weiman, supra note 163, at 131.
181. See id.
182. Id.
technology” that supported one-way payments to smaller banks. These initial development subsidies, and the support for adoption of the ACH standard provided by heavy federal payor usage led to the swift growth of a fully-electronic competitor to the paper check. Today two ACH providers remain dominant: the Electronic Payments Network, run by the industry group The Clearing House, and the Federal Reserve’s own ACH system.

Though it is still early in the faster-payment-development process, one can imagine the Fed playing a similar role in its growth trajectory. While the Clearing House only operates with innovation and standards-coordination incentives that align with its owner-operators’ advantage, the Fed can import policy goals into its decision-making. In other words, the question of system design itself will impact the possibilities for innovation. Already, through the Faster Payments Task Force process, and through its emphasis on involvement as the provider of “a neutral platform for innovation,” the Fed has signaled its willingness to act as a check on any self-protective design decisions made by the RTP consortium. The Fed has made clear that it aims to open the door to innovators whose plans involve “use cases that undermine [the RTP] owners’ existing interests and profits from traditional payment methods.” Further, the Fed is likely to be more willing to experiment with payment-system designs that leverage the growing interest of prominent startups and tech companies in facilitating payments processes for the digital age. At the very least, it is reasonable for the Fed to base its foray into faster payments on the judgment that its participation will provide a broader set of innovation opportunities than the Clearing House would on its own.

D. The Fed as Promoter of Access

When announcing FedNow, Fed Governor Lael Brainard stated, “Everyone deserves the same ability to make and receive payments immediately and securely, and every bank deserves the same opportunity to offer that service to its community.” This goal is closest to the core of Sitaraman and Alstott’s account of the role of public options in the policy toolkit. They suggest that where access to a particular good or service functions as a key entry point to fundamental social infrastructure, policymakers are

183. Id.
184. Id.
186. See Brainard, supra note 107.
188. Brainard, supra note 107.
justified in considering public provision of the good or service. That is likely to be the case with regard to FedNow, which can be expected to exceed RTP on the metric of access.

The Fed’s market-entry policy criteria reflect the MCA’s core commitment to widespread access to payment services across the country. In particular, the MCA mandates that the Fed’s interventions in the payment system “shall give due regard to competitive factors and the provision of an adequate level of such services nationwide.” The policy rationale behind this mandate is, in the words of Fred Miller, Robert Ballen, and Hal Scott, to “promote competitive equality among depositary institutions”—whether urban or rural, whether serving corporate depositors or small households, and whether member of the Fed or not. In this regard, the MCA carries forth the ideal of nationwide service that motivated the Fed’s initial entry into check-clearing upon its creation and the Fed’s early efforts to put an end to the practice of nonpar check-clearing. Under the MCA and the Fed’s policies adopted pursuant to it, a public option is legitimate if it reasonably can be expected to better promote widespread access to payment services than market options alone.

To that end, the Fed is likely to promote adoption of faster payments among a set of banks (and, through them, their customers) that the Clearing House is less likely to serve well with its RTP service. This is due to the differing motivations of the two institutions. The Clearing House is mutually owned by twenty-four of the largest banks in the country—Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase & Co., CapitalOne, and more. These institutions are motivated to provide services that benefit themselves and entrench their market position. Their interest in serving smaller competitors—the long tail of the over ten thousand depository institutions that hold transaction accounts in the United States—is purely instrumental. While they have opened up access to RTP to smaller institutions, their incentives are to design and price access to the RTP system to shore up their competitive positions, not to maximize its adoption and usage among the long tail.

By contrast, the Fed has both the ability and the incentive to affirmatively promote FedNow among the long tail of depository institutions. At present, the Fed has preexisting service connections with over ten thousand depository institutions spanning a wide range of small- and midsized banks, credit unions,

189. See Sitaraman & Alstott, supra note 9, at 41, 45.
192. See supra Section III.A.
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and large commercial institutions. These institutions form the core of its constituency, both directly and indirectly. Directly, member banks elect the supermajority of Federal Reserve Bank directors; these directors, in turn, determine who will serve as Federal Reserve Bank president in each of twelve districts. Member banks count in the thousands. Indirectly, member and nonmember financial institutions alike exert strong political influence at all levels of government. By serving them, the Fed shores up its political support. Further, it does so by serving them in ways that have nothing to do with favoring the competitive position of the largest commercial banks.

Rather, the Fed is well-positioned to serve as a promoter of widespread adoption of faster payments among depository institutions (thereby providing greater access to their customers) via two means. First, the Fed has a longstanding track record of providing technical assistance to depository institutions through its Federal Reserve Bank Services operations to support policy goals. To the extent that the Fed prioritizes the adoption of faster payments through FedNow, it will be able to call on its services support resources to achieve the goal.

Second, the Fed is also able to engage in short-term below-cost pricing to spur network adoption. As discussed in Section I.A, the adoption path for payment platforms presents classic chicken-and-egg challenges. One time-tested strategy for bringing early adopters on board is to subsidize their early use of a new system. Just as transportation-network companies like Uber and Lyft subsidize the early participation of riders and drivers to promote network “ignition,” the Fed could do the same to garner early participation of payors and payees.195 Despite contrary assertions from critics,196 the Fed is able to do so under the MCA. While FedNow’s critics interpret the MCA as “prohibit[ing] the Federal Reserve from offering its payment services at a loss”—that is, as a substantive “break-even” requirement on the Fed’s operations—the statutory rule is quite different. In reality, the MCA only requires the Board of Governors to establish a “schedule of fees” for most of the services the Federal Reserve Banks offer.198 While this schedule must reflect a motive of cost recovery, it need only do so “[o]ver the long run,” and the pursuit of that motive affirmatively must be tempered by “due regard to competitive factors and the provision of an adequate level of such services

195. See Geoffrey Parker & Marshall Van Alstyne, Platform Strategy, in THE PALGRAVE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (Mie Augier & David J. Teece eds., 2016) (“Platforms with substantial resources can entice users via subsidy to join the platform. Subsidies can be temporary penetration prices or permanent discounts and can take several forms.”).

196. See, e.g., Correcting the Record on Real-Time Payments, supra note 111.

197. See id.

198. 12 U.S.C. § 248a(a) (2018). This fee schedule must cover all of the Banks’ major payment services: currency, coin, check-clearing and -collection, wire transfer, ACH, settlement services, “Federal Reserve float,” and “any new services which the Federal Reserve System offers, including but not limited to payment services to effectuate the electronic transfer of funds.” Id. § 248a(b)(8).
nationwide.”¹⁹⁹ This rule, then, accepts the possibility of short-run below-cost pricing to support the widespread adoption of a nascent payment network.

FedNow’s critics rightly observe that this reading of the MCA gives the Fed the ability to engage in price-cutting competition with a private rival. But this is not a bug of Fed provision; rather, it is a central feature, approved by Congress precisely in line with these expectations. It furthers the crucial goal of curbing incentives that private monopolists like TCH might otherwise have to charge supracompetitive prices.²⁰⁰ And while FedNow’s critics view this power as ripe for abuse by an aggrandizing government agency, both the design of the MCA and the Fed’s self-imposed price-setting structure safeguard against egregious abuses.²⁰¹

Further, a startup-subsidy strategy for FedNow would be entirely consistent with the history of Fed’s early support for the ACH system, which was crucial to its early network formation. Regarding ACH, the Fed initially priced services in relation to expectations of mature system volume, not early-stage volume. Over a multiyear period after the passage of the MCA, the Fed raised prices for ACH—but only gradually and in a manner consistent with the goal of promoting system adoption. Though the Fed has not engaged in similar tactical subsidies since, it also has not had a new system to subsidize since. And at a higher level of generality, the goal of widespread diffusion of advanced payment systems has a long history in Fed practice.²⁰² Its role in the Fed’s own justification of FedNow thus places it in that lineage.²⁰³

E. The Fed as Guarantor of Financial Stability

The final virtue of a public option for interbank faster payments is its potential contribution to financial stability—the resilience of the financial system to stress, whether from economic events or operational breakdowns.²⁰⁴

¹⁹⁹. Id. § 248a(c).
²⁰¹. See GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 159.
²⁰². See also James & Weiman, supra note 163, at 131 (discussing the role of the Fed in “supply[ing] its critical clearing services to all depository institutions at competitive prices,” reflecting a policy of “guarantee[ing] all banks universal access to essential payments systems”).
²⁰³. As Fed Governor Lael Brainard put it when unveiling FedNow, the system, if implemented well, can serve the goal of making faster payments “available to everyone.” Brainard, supra note 107.
Because the smooth functioning of the payment system is essential to commerce, its disruption can represent a critical blow to the economy and society. The presence of public options at the heart of the payment system helps reduce the risk and cost of those disruptions.

First, the availability of a public option can help create an effective backstop to remedy the consequences of an outage or disruption. Straightforwardly, this backstop comes from the presence of a second set of network pathways between payors and payees—an valuable redundancy in a world where no advanced technological system operates with 100 percent reliability. Though not all banks are likely to be connected to one another via both RTP and FedNow, some will be. For those banks, the operational breakdown of one system would not halt the flow of funds between them. This backstop is widely perceived as useful in the ACH context, where some banks have determined that “the resiliency benefits [of having two connections] outweigh the cost of connecting to multiple services.” So, too, may it add a measure of stability to a world where faster payments have become ubiquitous.

Second, the involvement of the Fed as a payment-system operator helps support its work as a broad, systemic supervisor. Under the Dodd-Frank Act, the Fed has responsibility for supervising “systemically important” payment systems. The fundamental question in determining whether a payment platform is systemically important is whether its failure would impose intolerable negative externalities on noncreditors and nonshareholders—that is,

205. See Rosa María Lastra, Systemic Risk, SIFIs, and Financial Stability, 6 Capital Markets L.J. 197, 202 (2011) (“The risk of payment-system disruption is a core form of systemic risk—the risk to spillover effects that undermine smooth economic functioning.”).
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those who could not prepare themselves by contract for the event of failure.\textsuperscript{211} At scale, both RTP and FedNow may pose just such systemic importance; they would transmit high volumes of payments, and the dependencies that financial institutions and accountholders would have on the system could become enormous. The virtue of public ownership of FedNow is that such systemic risk concerns pertaining to it, while not eliminated, will be monitored much more successfully than any designated entity (such as a future RTP) could be.

The reason for this is in the nature of supervision. If RTP were to become systemically important, it would be subject to “enhanced prudential supervision,”\textsuperscript{212} where information about the risks of failure are intermediated through a supervisory relationship. Supervision is necessarily a game of informational asymmetries where the supervisor—in the case of RTP, the Fed—seeks information from the supervised entities that the supervised institutions have incentives to distort.\textsuperscript{213}

The ownership of FedNow by the Fed simply means that the supervisory connection that would obtain with regard to RTP already exists to a much greater extent. Rather than seeking to resolve the informational asymmetries through an at-times confrontational relationship, the Fed’s supervisory responsibilities are managerial and operational. This does not mean that FedNow cannot fail; it means that the Fed’s ability to manage systemic risks imposed by a giant actor in the payment system is much higher when the Fed owns the entity, rather than when it merely supervises it as a matter of public law.

Further, the Fed’s ability to supervise RTP itself would be enhanced by owning and operating a competitor system. This is because the Fed would gain firsthand expertise on the types of risks that such systems encounter; through operational experience, the Fed would become more capable of canny supervision. For instance, what types of cyber risks will systems like RTP need to defend against? This is not hypothetical. Hackers have stolen hundreds of millions of dollars through fraud on interbank payment platforms in the recent past and continue to make similar efforts.\textsuperscript{214} If the Fed were only a supervisor of RTP, it would have some sense of the magnitude, type, and complexity of these cyberthreats. But if it operates FedNow, it will gain much more granular, useful information. With this information, it can inform its supervisory approach with regard to RTP and with regard to a wide range of similar cyberthreats across the financial system. In this way, public ownership serves

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{211} Cf. Peter Conti-Brown, Elective Shareholder Liability, 64 STAN. L. REV 409 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{212} 12 U.S.C. § 5365 (2018).
\item \textsuperscript{213} See Peter Conti-Brown & Sean Vanatta, Supervision, Discretion, and the Rule of Law (2020) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author).
\end{itemize}
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as the ultimate “regulatory sandbox”—enabling regulators to understand the risks they are meant to control from the ground up.

* * *

The law, history, and theory of the Fed’s operational role in the payment system all have hybrid, public-private interaction at their core. The Fed’s work as a supporter of innovation, a proponent of widespread access to innovative payment networks, and a guarantor of financial stability has played out in the context of past public options; in turn, these public options have supported and served private actors in myriad ways. Of course, the Fed’s enthusiasm and efficacy in these roles has ebbed and flowed across the decades; we would not be lamenting the state of the U.S. payment system today otherwise. Our argument here should not be taken as a defense of the Fed’s actions at every stage of payment system development—far from it—but rather as a defense of the possibilities of public-private hybridity. The MCA recognized the virtues of this arrangement, and taken together, the prospects of promoting innovation, access, and financial stability through operation of FedNow not only place it squarely within the authority granted by the MCA but also make it an urgent project for the Fed.

IV. Hybridity Beyond the Public Option: Regulatory and Market Strategies for Fed Support of Faster Payments

To date, the Fed’s faster payment policy work has focused on FedNow. But the Fed ought not limit its efforts to FedNow, alone. In this Part, we argue that the Fed should consider using a range of complementary tactics to speed up the payment system. Specifically, we show how the Fed can use a collection of existing powers and authorities at varying levels of regulatory coercion to ensure that private-sector faster payments take root. These alternatives—fiscal agency, supervision, and regulation—are summarized in Figure 3.215

215 We mean the concept of coercion formally and legally, as in the authority that the government has to enforce its will using the legal system. Fiscal agency is least coercive because it is about the highly discretionary methods the Fed uses on behalf of the public fisc to support the clearance and settlement of public payments. Supervision is more coercive, since supervisory activity can lead to enforcement actions, though it is less formally coercive than regulation.
We argue that, by assigning each of these roles to the Fed, Congress has given the Fed significant tools to encourage—and even enforce—the speeding up of the payment system. Remarkably, this conclusion cuts against the Fed’s own understanding of its authority. In its FedNow Notice and Request for Comment, the Fed wrote that it “does not have plenary regulatory or supervisory authority over the U.S. payment system and instead has traditionally influenced retail payment markets through its role as an operator.”

It concludes—incorrectly, as we will argue—that “as has been the case with other retail payment systems, the Federal Reserve’s operational role as a provider of interbank settlement is the most effective approach to improve the prospects of ubiquitous, safe, and efficient faster payments in the United States.” In this Part, we show how incorrect the Fed is in this conclusion. We demonstrate the many ways that the Fed can promote the adoption of faster payments in the private sector by using tools well beyond direct payment-platform operation.

A. The Power of the Purse: Fiscal Agency

The first tactic that the Fed can use to promote faster payments beyond the public option is to shift the payment activity of the federal government itself to new, faster platforms. By statute, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Banks “act as fiscal agents of the United States.” Although this provision was included in the original enactment of the Federal Reserve Act, the Fed’s status as fiscal agent has evolved over time. According to the Fed’s most recent annual report, Reserve Banks act in their capacity as fiscal agents when they “auction Treasury securities, process

---
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electronic and check payments for the Treasury, collect funds owed to the federal government, maintain the Treasury’s operating cash account, and develop, operate, and maintain a number of automated systems to support the Treasury’s mission.”

Through its role as fiscal agent, the Fed is essentially the U.S. government’s payment-making clerk.

The Fed’s authority over the mechanisms it uses to facilitate government payments are untrammeled, except by any constitutional limitations. As a result, the Fed could decide immediately to push all of its government payments to faster systems. The potential dollar value that could be shifted is significant: in 2017, Social Security disbursements totaled $997 billion and military benefits totaled $146 billion. Allocation of these payments to a faster payment network would put the new payment network on the map.

The connection between the Fed’s status as the government’s fiscal agent and innovations in the payment system has been tightly drawn in history. As the Fed itself has explained, it “became an ACH operator in large part because of the Reserve Banks’ role as fiscal agents of the U.S. Treasury.” The government’s appetite for technological innovation to facilitate the payments services that it provided—“particularly payrolls for military and civilian workers and benefit payments such as Social Security”—pushed the development of ACH forward. As the Fed’s retrospective assessment of the endeavor concludes, “[t]he combination of commercial and government ACH payments created economies of scale earlier than might otherwise have been the case, allowing the ACH to become a broadly used national service.” In other words, in the process of building the ACH network, the government itself served as one of the most important early adopters. And more recently, the Fed and the BFS have worked together to promote a complete transition to ACH Direct Deposit in lieu of paper checks.

Over forty years later, the Fed still largely uses ACH to provide fiscal services. As both the Fed and its private-sector critics have concluded, and as the pandemic welfare-disbursement debacle recently showed, the time has come to fully adapt the payment system to the Internet Age. Nascent faster payment platforms hold great promise, but they need volume to get off the
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225. See Anna Escobedo Cabral, Treasurer, Dep’t of Treasury, Remarks Before the West Virginia Teachers Finance Academy (June 15, 2006).
ground. Through its fiscal agency, the Fed can prod the federal government to provide the volume.

B. The Power of Oversight: Supervision

In addition to fiscal agency, the Fed might spur adoption of faster payments by employing supervisory prods. Supervision—distinct from regulation—“involves monitoring, inspecting, and examining financial institutions” to ensure compliance with applicable laws and guarantee that financial institutions “operate[] in a safe and sound manner.” Distinct from regulatory processes governed by the Administrative Procedure Act, supervision is a much more discretionary activity. Three forms of supervision could be leveraged to promote faster payment adoption: traditional bank supervision, enhanced supervision of “systemically important” financial institutions and market utilities, and supervision of private payment-platform operators under the little-studied Bank Services Company Act.

226. The volume needed to build a successful platform or network is often thought of as achieving “critical mass.” See, e.g., David S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, Failure to Launch: Critical Mass in Platform Businesses, 9 REV. NETWORK ECON. 1 (2010).

227. There are, of course, costs to switching from the ACH standard to the new, faster payment platforms. We make no claim as to the details of costs and benefits today, but rather propose that the Fed and BFS actively consider becoming early adopters of faster payments.

228. Regulation “entails establishing the rules within which financial institutions must operate,” including “specific regulations and guidelines governing the formation, operations, activities and acquisitions of financial institutions.” PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS, supra note 223, at 74.
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The Fed’s supervisory authority to promote faster payments is substantial and left primarily to its discretion. This authority exists on three levels. First, it stems from the Fed’s role as primary supervisor of Fed member banks (under the Federal Reserve Act) and bank and financial holding companies (under the Bank Holding Company Act and Gramm-Leach-Bliley), among other institutions. Second, the Fed enjoys enhanced supervisory authority over institutions and utilities deemed “systemically important” under the Dodd-Frank Act. The third and most important authority the Fed has is over technology service providers under the little-studied Bank Services Company Act. The operation of the payment system involves all three areas of supervision.

1. Supervision of Member Banks, Bank Holding Companies, and Foreign Bank Organizations

The Fed’s traditional bank supervisory authority could be leveraged to promote faster payments without any alteration to its central institutional structures.

The Fed’s bailiwick encompasses large bank holding companies, member banks in the Federal Reserve System, foreign banking organizations, and other U.S. subsidiaries of foreign banks. Although it shares responsibility with others on the state and federal level, the Fed’s portfolio makes it arguably the most important bank supervisor in the United States. Indeed, bank holding companies now control over ninety-five percent of all banking assets in the United States.

To promote faster payment adoption among supervised institutions, the Fed could make use of its already-existing supervisory framework. For the relevant institutions within its supervisory bailiwick, the Fed conducts an annual “full-scope, on-site examination.” The examination focuses on what has been called “CAMELS+,” or a set of factors that include capital, assets

---

232. The discussion in Section III.A about the Fed’s ability to influence real-time payment-platform development through the Reserve Banks’ fiscal agency is in fact an argument about supervision, albeit via bank-shot. The Board of Governors has statutory supervisory authority over the Reserve Banks, including with respect to their performance as fiscal agents and, relatedly, as operators of payment systems. 12 U.S.C. § 248(j) (2018).

233. See PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS, supra note 223, at 76-77.
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quality, management, earnings, liquidity, susceptibility to market risk, and other factors.\textsuperscript{237}

Pushing supervised entities toward faster payments could fit well within several of these supervisory categories, including management, liquidity, susceptibility to market risk, and especially whether each firm’s management is staying current with advances in information technology. Although supervisors within the Fed must follow the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System promulgated by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, the supervisors still maintain significant discretion to interpret it. A supervisor, then, could use examination to push individual banks toward greater adoption of faster payments with supervisory carrots and sticks traditionally at her disposal.

Of course, the use of discretion has led some critics to urge the Fed to pull back and restore more of a sense of the “rule of law” in how supervisory relationships are structured.\textsuperscript{238} Relatedly, in 2018, President Trump signed into law the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (EGRRCPA),\textsuperscript{239} which the Fed has interpreted as a “directive . . . to tailor oversight of institutions to ensure that [its] regulations match the character of the firms [it] regulate[s].”\textsuperscript{240}

These tailoring efforts include pulling back on some of the supervisory discretion that bank examiners have previously enjoyed. However, it is also clear, including from the language of EGRRCPA itself, that Congress has done nothing to curtail the use of discretion in supervision. A rule of construction adopted by Congress for that Act includes the instruction that nothing in the statute “shall be construed to limit . . . the supervisory, regulatory, or enforcement authority of an appropriate Federal banking agency to further the safe and sound operation of an institution under the supervision of the appropriate Federal banking agency.”\textsuperscript{241} Even as the predominant supervisory ethos drifts away from the exercise of discretion, the legal authority permitting discretion remains.


238. Margaret Tahyar, a banking lawyer and expert at Davis Polk & Wardwell, has testified recently before Congress to that effect. Tahyar’s argument is that, first, “one of the after effects of the Financial Crisis has been a vast expansion in the nature of supervision and its zone of secrecy and discretion” and second, that such discretion should be substantially curtailed.” Tahyar, \textit{supra} note 231, at 5.
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2. Supervisory Authority of Systemically Important Financial Institutions (SIFIs) and Systematically Important Financial Market Utilities (SIFMUs)

Beyond designating the Fed as supervisor of bank holding companies, Congress has also given the Fed a great deal of authority over the regulation and supervision of systemic risk. This authority includes “enhanced supervision and prudential standards” for financial institutions and financial market utilities (such as payment, clearing, and settlement systems) deemed to be systemically important. This authority over the so-called SIFIs and SIFMUs allows for further emphasis on faster payments as part of the Fed’s supervisory strategy.

By statute, the Fed must consider a variety of factors when implementing enhanced prudential standards, but the motivating framework comes from Congress’s desire to “prevent or mitigate risks to the financial stability of the United States that could arise from the material financial distress or failure, or ongoing activities, of large, interconnected financial institutions.” The emphasized section of the statute—the risks to the financial stability of the United States through “ongoing activities”—is the crucial hook for promoting faster payments. Because the current practice of using deferred net settlement on transactions necessarily entails risk-taking in a way that real-time gross settlement does not, a transition to systems like RTP and FedNow would reduce institutional risk-taking. It would therefore be reasonable for the Fed to prod systemically important institutions to move away from deferred net settlement. Indeed, if the CAMELS+ factors militate in favor of faster payments for the mine run of supervised institutions, the case is only stronger for systemically important institutions. That is because Congress required enhanced prudential standards to be “more stringent than the standards and requirements applicable to nonbank financial companies and bank holding companies that do not present similar risks to the financial stability of the United States.”

3. Supervision of Technology Service Providers

A third possibility for leveraging supervision to promote faster payments would involve the supervision of private payment-platform operators—namely, The Clearing House. As noted in Part I, The Clearing House is the primary private interbank operator in the United States. This company is in turn owned by the “largest commercial banks” in the United States. If the Fed

---
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wanted to turbo-charge adoption of faster payments, it could impose requirements on TCH or its members to make the transition.

The potential hooks for doing so are twofold. First, although The Clearing House considers itself to be a “highly regulated” entity, the statutory hook for this regulation is not in the Federal Reserve Act or the Bank Holding Company Act, but the Bank Services Company Act of 1962, as amended: the statute “subject[s] to examination and regulation by the appropriate Federal banking agency” any “bank service company,” which includes the operators of payment systems. The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council has provided since 2004 for the examination of wholesale payment systems and since 2010 for retail systems. In each case, the supervisor maintains significant supervisory authority to direct these systems as appropriate for their individual risk profile. There is no legal restriction against the Fed using these FFIEC processes to promote more extensive and more efficient use of real-time settlement.

Second, the Fed possesses supervisory authority over the consortium of banks who operate RTP by virtue of RTP’s institutional set-up. Specifically, RTP operates through a so-called “joint account” held at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Joint accounts—“those where the rights and liabilities are shared among multiple depository institution account-holders”—were not a formalized part of the Fed’s services until 2017. In that year, the Fed issued guidelines implicitly to enable RTP to set up shop. This convenience for RTP was not costless for the Fed. Rather, the Fed noted that the arrangement “may pose increasing risks to the overall payment system in light of the potential to operate on a 24/7/365 basis.” As a result of these potential risks, the Fed determined that all joint-account-based payment systems must be “subject to the jurisdiction of a federal banking agency with the authority to examine or inspect [them] and take supervisory actions” against them or their participants. Pursuant to this authority, the Fed could require the RTP joint accountholders to migrate more of their transactions to real-time payments. This would occur as a combination of rulemaking and supervision. Rulemaking would first clarify the scope of the Fed’s authority. Supervision would then
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proceed under the Bank Services Company Act, under which the Fed may treat payment operators as “technology service providers.”

* * *

The supervisory approach complements the fiscal agency approach, but it has advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the supervisory approach enables greater effectiveness and precision in forcing private-sector actors to innovate. After all, the Fed would be coercing the adoption of faster payments. By contrast, the fiscal agency approach only provides incentives. These are nontrivial: to clear the $2 trillion of government payments and to earn the fees associated with those transactions. But if banks are content to stay wedded to non-real-time systems, those incentives will not carry the day. Supervisory strategies would do so more effectively.

On the other hand, the cost of those strategies are the same coercive concerns that have motivated much recent discussion about how to “tailor” the Fed’s supervisory power—both within the Fed and in Congress. The use of the supervisory approach we lay out here would thus be much more audacious than the use of the fiscal agency power.

C. The Power of Rewriting the Rules: Regulation

There are two purely regulatory strategies that the Fed might also consider employing to facilitate and compel the private-sector adoption of real-time payments: making changes to the regulations governing who can become a “primary dealer” and changes under the Expedited Funds Availability Act. In the first case, congressional authorization is more remote, but the statutory discretion is larger; in the second case, congressional concern with payment speed is higher, but the statutory leeway is not available.

1. The Regulation of Primary Dealers

The Federal Reserve has, since its founding, acted through banks in financial markets to accomplish federal goals. Beginning in 1960, the Fed—through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Markets Desk—started to use a select group of dealers to effect their open market operations. These are the so-called “primary dealers,” a group that today consists of twenty-four banks that perform a variety of roles for the Fed in exchange for exclusive

253. Id.
control over the Fed’s billions of dollars of open-market transactions. These include the obligation to, first, “participate consistently as counterparty to the New York Fed in its execution of open market operations” and, second, to “provide the New York Fed’s trading desk with market information and analysis helpful in the formulation of monetary policy.” This is a common feature of central banking throughout the world wherein primary dealers act as a “channel between the debt manager, the central bank, and investor in the primary market.”

The primary dealers are strictly regulated by the Fed. These regulations include the requirement to be a broker-dealer supervised by the SEC or a chartered bank subject to bank supervision, and to be adequately capitalized and subject to idiosyncratic capital supervision above and beyond what may be required by bank or securities regulators. Primary dealers must also conform to unspecified reputational requirements. No financial institution will receive the primary dealer designation if it “has been (within the last year) subject to litigation or regulatory action or investigation that the New York Fed determines material or otherwise relevant to the potential primary dealer relationship.”

During the financial crisis, one of the principal emergency-lending mechanisms throughout the entire financial system was the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, a program initiated under the Fed’s emergency lending authority under Section 13(3). The purpose of this lending facility was to provide a lender of last resort to primary dealers, including—and especially—those without access to the Fed’s traditional discount window. This was the engine of lending throughout the financial crisis, with loans totaling almost $9 trillion in total volume.

The statutory basis for the Fed’s control over primary dealers arises from two sources. First, section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act permits any Federal Reserve Bank “under rules and regulations prescribed by the Board of

257. Id.
259. Id.
260. Administration of Relationships with Primary Dealers, supra note 256 (“The New York Fed may impose a higher capital requirement as circumstances, in its judgment, warrant.”).
261. Id.
262. For an overview of the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, see Tobias Adrian, Christopher R. Burke & James J. McAndrews, The Federal Reserve’s Primary Dealer Credit Facility, FED. RESERVE BANK OF N.Y., CURRENT ISSUES IN ECON. & FIN., Aug. 2009.
263. For data on the total transactions under the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, see Primary Dealer Credit Facility, Transaction Data, BD. OF GOVERNORS OF THE FED. RESERVE SYS., https://www.federalreserve.gov/regreform/reform-pdcf.htm [https://perma.cc/JW8K-LNUL].
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Governors,” to “purchase and sell in the open market, at home or abroad,” certain assets from virtually any counterparty.264 Second, the Primary Dealers Act of 1988 imposes some limitations on foreign financial institutions that participate as broker dealers if their home countries do not “accord to United States companies the same competitive opportunities” they accord home dealers in their primary government debt markets.265 In other words, besides restrictions on foreign financial institutions engaged in a trade war with the United States, the Fed has plenary control over the regulations it imposes over primary dealers.

The Fed could immediately use this plenary authority to require that primary dealers clear transactions on a real-time payment system on any time frame they choose. The primary dealers might protest that the clearing of transactions in real time has little to do with their status in making markets in government securities, but the Fed’s own regulations and recent history make clear that these regulations are far-reaching. Regardless, section 14 (as limited by the Primary Dealers Act) does not require that the Fed’s regulations be limited in any way except for concerns about foreign competition. More than perhaps any other mechanism currently at its disposal, forcing primary dealers to adopt real-time payments would revolutionize their adoption in the private sector.

2. Expedited Funds Availability Act of 1987

The Expedited Funds Availability Act of 1987 was passed to respond to the problem of banks placing holds on deposited checks for days and even weeks before funds were available for withdrawal.266 The principal issue was not bankers’ desire to make money on the float, but to ensure that they would not be on the hook for checks that were returned, or “dishonored.”267 Initially, the Fed attempted a regulatory fix to these problems by accelerating the return process,268 but Congress passed the Expedited Funds Availability Act in 1987 to put more teeth behind a mandatory availability schedule that went beyond the Fed’s own regulatory efforts.

A mandatory upper limit for the availability of funds is the centerpiece of the Act. Section 4002 introduces the different kinds of payments that are subject to its authority. Subsection 4002(a) requires a settlement upper limit on delays of availability for both “cash deposits” and “wire transfers” such that they be “available for withdrawal not later than the business day after the business day on which such cash is deposited or such funds are received.”

Subsections 4002(b) and (c) deal with the clearing of checks on a mandated schedule. Subsection 4002(e) deals with the clearing of funds through ATMs.

Aaron Klein, one of the primary advocates for the Fed’s adoption of real-time payments, sees the legal authority granted to the Fed under the Act as the key to its implementation. Klein cites § 4002(d), which instructs the Fed (and the other relevant banking regulators) to use regulation to:

reduce the time periods established under subsections (b), (c), and (e) to as short a time as possible and equal to the period of time achievable under the improved check clearing system for a receiving depository institution to reasonably expect to learn of the nonpayment of most items for each category of checks.

Klein cites the congressional charge to “reduce the time periods . . . to as short a time as possible” as the legal basis for facilitating real-time payments.

To assess the claim that § 4002(d) specifically provides or that the Expedited Funds Availability Act generally provides this authority, we must first answer two legal questions: First, what are the funds that would be most likely cleared in real time? And second, does the “as short a time as possible” provision apply to those funds?

Congress defined several of the key terms to which § 4002 applies. Cash refers to U.S. coins and currency, which are not applicable to a real-time payment system. Checks are “any negotiable demand draft drawn on or payable through an office of a depository institution located in the U.S.,” excluding “noncash items.” Both “wire funds” and “noncash items” are, as relevant here, left to the Fed to define.

This tedious exercise in legal definition is important because the key instruction to “reduce . . . to as short a time as possible” refers only to those transactions that involve checks and ATMs—they exclude “wire transfers” and “noncash items.” As a result, the statute cannot be read to require the Fed to adopt real-time payments beyond what is necessary for banks to ensure that
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271. Klein, supra note 72.
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275. Id. § 4001(7).
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checks are not to be returned for nonpayment, a proviso that appears to prevent instantaneous settlement.

Even if § 4002(d) cannot be used to force the adoption of real-time payments, the Act still instructs depository institutions to clear “wire transfers”—however the Fed will choose to define them—no later than a business day after the business day that such funds are received.\textsuperscript{277} That pace is precisely the time frame that exposes those at the economic margin to the greatest insecurity, as discussed in Part I. The question, then, is whether there is a statutory hook the Fed could use to push banks to move more quickly than this.

Unlike other grants of statutory authority where the discretion is essentially untrammeled, as in the statutes cited above in Section III.B, the Expedited Funds Availability Act is much more circumscribed. The Act is directed, by and large, at the banks, not the Fed. Any legislative maneuver whereby the Fed instructed the depository institutions to move more quickly than the Act allowed would permit the banks to argue that their slower clearing speed was permissible under the Act.

For these reasons, we think the Expedited Funds Availability Act does not provide a strong statutory basis for the Fed’s real-time payments mandate. This is ironic: the Act is the most explicit congressional attempt in history to force banks to facilitate faster payments. Even so, the structure of the mandate and the explicit ambit of its text prevents the muscular reading that would support a blanket Fed mandate for real-time payments.

FedNow will likely represent the future of real-time payments at the Fed, but the Fed’s explicit hope is to foster private innovation in payments, not to displace it.\textsuperscript{278} Whether or not that interest is sincere, this Part has discussed the steps the Fed can—and cannot—take to begin using its extraordinary powers as an operator, supervisor, and regulator to incentivize and compel the adoption of real-time payments in the private sector immediately. And unlike the five-year plan for adopting its own payment rail, these steps could be taken immediately, to great effect for those who are disadvantaged by the ongoing slow structure of settlements in the United States.

Conclusion

The time to facilitate faster payments in the United States has come, and this Article has argued that the Fed possesses an array of tools at its disposal to do so. One—the ability to operate public options in the interbank payment market—has been employed to great effect in the past but has not been a site of

\textsuperscript{277} Id. § 4001(25).
transformational innovation in decades. Others—the market-participant, supervisory, and regulatory tools we canvassed in Part IV—largely have been overlooked by the Fed in its efforts to promote payment-system development. In examining these tools, we have aimed to correct two misperceptions. First, contrary to critics, the FedNow public option is entirely consistent with the statutory scheme that governs Fed payment-system efforts. Second, contrary to the Fed itself, the public option hardly represents the be-all-end-all of Fed leadership. Rather, the Fed possesses an array of complementary tools owing to its hybrid, public-private institutional structure.

Our account of the Fed’s authority opens up a range of questions regarding how best to use make use of it. These questions are not primarily legal in nature: whether or not the Fed makes energetic, effective use of its available tools depends on a host of factors that operate at the levels of politics, interest groups, institutions, and even technology. No legal change has dictated that the United States become a payment-system laggard; no legal change is needed to catch back up. But a deeper perspective on the legal details of the Fed’s payment-system involvement nevertheless may enable Fed personnel to see themselves and their work in a new light. Far from being merely a source of controversy and complexity, the Fed’s hybrid structure provides it with the authority to work with the private sector in realizing the possibilities of faster payments. Those possibilities do not depend on Congress to pass new law or on the hope for technological breakthroughs, but rather on bureaucratic will.